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• Integrated framework to guide long-range physical 
development of campus:  30-60 year time frame

• Guidelines driven by the academic mission that assist  
decision making for siting university’s physical assets and 
programs

• Campus-wide frame of reference for the university’s 
current capital plan

What is the CMP?
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-Comprehensive living document-Participatory Community Process-Considers the interrelationships between the built form, natural environments, and human systems of campusThe Working Committee periodically reported to an Executive Committee. Hundreds of people with a stake in the future of the campus were interviewed early in the process. Workshops and community open houses were held on campus and Downtown at milestones to confirm findings and directions. A Trustee Task Force was created to ensure representatives of the Board of Trustee’s committees had opportunities to provide input and feedback, and the Campus Planning Committee was also regularly consulted. A campus master plan web site provided access to materials for review and encouraged written comments. This inclusive outreach strategy has resulted in a broad base of support for the plan, creating an excellent foundation for its implementation.



• Support the academic mission 
• Promote stewardship
• Enhance the campus experience
• Reinforce community 
• Ensure integrative planning and design

CMP’s 5 Core Principles 
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And seek to:   resolve the tensions that can exist between them, support the core principles. is reinforced to support the academic land grant mission and promote the dual urban and rural character of Cornell. 2.  help unify the academic core, provide a range of residential opportunities on campus, encourage walking and protect natural features and rural land3. , recognizing that the campus west of Garden Avenue can only accommodate a limited amount of additional development without significantly diminishing its highly valued open spaces and character. 4. The character of the campus as a whole and the places within it should be distinguished first and foremost by the landscape, both natural and designed. 5. , enhance student, employee and visitor amenities and extend vitality on campus. 6. , but some athletic fields are to be relocated to facilitate a compact, integrated core for academic uses. well connected, reduce driving and simplify the regional bus routes on the campus and connect to the regional transit network.8. , with little increase in overall parking, to achieve a compact, pedestrian-oriented campus. 9. as potential locations for a range of uses, including residential opportunities. 10. that supports Cornell’s academic, work life and housing objectives and complements downtown Ithaca and Collegetown. 



CMP 12 Essential Features
• Distinction between town and country 
• Compact campus
• Focused growth in East Campus
• Landscaped open spaces and the natural settings organize the campus
• Mix of uses to facilitate a sense of community
• Spaces for recreation, spectator sports, cultural performances
• Campus transit circulator to support an interconnected campus
• Quality of open spaces and streetscapes
• Surface parking is gradually replaced by more structured parking
• Collegetown, downtown Ithaca become even more vital to the university
• East Hill Plaza to evolve
• Identify new funding models to successfully implement the CMP
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Campus community values+ aspirations   



• Robust academic building growth since 2008 CMP

• CMP has been successful guide for focusing development 
at pre-approved sites

• Core campus is fully developed

• Current funding a challenge for public realm improvements

• Housing and student population growth will have major 
land use, campus system impacts

Key Findings
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most in development or pipelineIt has had a more mixed outcome at the site/project levelfuture development will require reinventing existing facilities/sites or East Center Campus, per CMP



• >15 large projects, most in Central Campus
• Placemaking: Tower Rd, Ag Quad, Schwartz 

Center Plaza
• New Plans: College of Engineering, Campus 

Wayfinding
• Addressing identified campus stakeholder issues

Successes
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…Largely following the blueprint established in the CMP -graduate communityShared lectured spaceQuality of life: food, childcare, Cross disciplinary social spaces



• Physical Sciences
• Milstein Hall
• Human Ecology
• Stocking Hall
• Gates Hall
• Warren Hall
• Klarman Hall

2008-2016 In Progress  
• Upson Hall
• Gannett Health
• Rand Hall
• Hughes Hall
• Breazzano Family Ctr-

Johnson School
• Ag Quad 

New Academic Buildings and Initiatives



• Carbon Neutrality as Campus Goal
• Cornell Tech
• Public Private Partnerships
• City of Ithaca development
• North Campus Housing Initiative

Gaps and Opportunities
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Considerable Transition in Campus Leadership



• Developed in a very different fiscal environment 
• Enrollment growth has far outpaced projections
• Local housing supply – on and off campus – has 

reached tipping point
• Funding: Underfunding the commons, integration 

with other institutional planning efforts
• Communicating the CMP 

Challenges
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Needs an implemetation action strategy



• CPC sub-committee to assist in finalizing report
-------------------------
• Update the CMP

– Consider additional elements: green 
infrastructure/stormwater, renewable energy, architectural 
design guidelines

– Develop 10-year implementation strategy tied to capital 
plan

– Survey campus community to identify current priorities 
and issues to support the plan’s update

Recommendations



Questions?
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We believe this is an important process to establish, as a companion document to the campus master plan to reflect and be respond to an evolving campus. 
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